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Over the past twenty years, the conventional knowledge management approach has evolved into a strategic management approach that has found applications and opportunities outside of business, in society at large, through education, urban development, governance, and healthcare, among others.

Knowledge-Based Development for Cities and Societies: Integrated Multi-Level Approaches enlightens the concepts and challenges of knowledge management for both urban environments and entire regions, enhancing the expertise and knowledge of scholars, researchers, practitioners, managers and urban developers in the development of successful knowledge-based development policies, creation of knowledge cities and prosperous knowledge societies. This reference creates large knowledge base for scholars, managers and urban developers and increases the awareness of the role of knowledge cities and knowledge societies in the knowledge era, as well as of the challenges and opportunities for future research.

Subject:
Knowledge Based Development; Knowledge Cities/Knowledge Regions; Urban Planning/Knowledge Based Urban Development; Knowledge Economy/Knowledge Based Value Creation; Human Capital; Knowledge Management/Knowledge Systems, Information Society/Digital Divide

Market:
This essential publication will be invaluable to academic and research libraries as well as those interested in real applications for knowledge based development to cities and regions. Students, researchers, and educators in the fields of urban planning, regional development, knowledge societies and knowledge economy will find this resource provides cutting-edge research on trends, techniques, and practical applications for the utilization of knowledge based development in a variety of projects. A variety of practitioners involved in developing industry-specific systems and software will also benefit.

Excellent addition to your library! Recommend to your acquisitions librarian.
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